
Early Level At Home – Cross Curricular Grid (P1/2 Optional Challenges) 

 

Learning at Home – Early Level School/Home Link (Successful Learners, Responsible Citizens, Effective Contributors, Confident Individuals) 

Steps to success (MAKE, SAY, WRITE, DO): Will depend upon activity but set time and quality expectations before and during task. 

Curricular Links 

• Technologies, Science, RME, French, Expressive Arts, Social Studies, Developing the Young Work Force 

Technologies  TCH0-04a Science SCN0-20A Social Studies SOC0-08a 

Food - LI: I can help to prepare a healthy snack or 

meal.  

https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/recipes/collection/kid
s-cooking Look through the recipes and choose you 

one you would like to try as a family as a ‘special’ 

lunch/tea. Name ingredients and talk about what 

family they belong to as you go 

(protein/vegetables/dairy).  Challenge: Make 

portrait or decorative place settings for the table! 

This could be a picture of everyone and the first 

letter of their name. 

Science News - LI: I understand what kind of things 

a scientist does. I can listen to the story of  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgJWMZaU0f8 
Listen to the story introducing you to some very 

famous scientists. With support, choose a scientist 

to talk more about. Now try some of your own easy 

science experiments: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4MHn9Q5NtdY 

Challenge: Draw yourself a scientist in their lab 

testing something.  

Care for the Environment - LI: I can appreciate and 

care for nature.  

Choose an outdoor space in your community 

(garden, park, playground) and think about how 

you could add something to make it better (bug 

hotel/ painted pebble/plant/ big tidy or litter pick) 

Challenge: Ask if others have noticed your change 

and get them to tell you what they like about it.  

Art  EXA0-02a Drama/Dance EXA 0-9/10a Music EXA 0-19a 

Still Life - LI: I can choose a favourite object to 

draw. 

Choose a favourite object (a toy, a flower). Look 

at it closely. Describe it with an adult – small/big, 

hard/soft, colours? Now, draw it as you see it.  

Challenge: Can you use a different media to draw 

the same object with? E.g. paint, crayon, pencil, 

pens, collage… which picture do you prefer? 

Dance -LI: I enjoy taking part in different dance 

opportunities. 

Watch the tutorial on Just Dance 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IxF0iayJR-s). 

Can you copy the steps?  

Challenge: Make a funny dance sequence up 

with 3 moves repeated. Use the list to help but you 

can think of others: twist/ jump/ shimmy/ 

hand/feet taps/twirl) 

Music Appreciation -LI: I can listen to a range of 

music and can discuss my thoughts and feelings.  

Listen to the following songs: 

Can you match an emotion you feel to each (you 

may want to draw emoji cards with an adult)? 

Challenge: Use your dance moves to dance along 

to a song (does the music make you go 

slowly/quickly…stop/start…) 

French (no early E&Os) Religious and Moral Education RME 0-06a  World of Work HWB 0-20a 

Vocab Building - LI: I can sing some French songs 

to practise key vocabulary. 

Numbers: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsc3qLMaCu8 
Colours: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kzR_d6uJkb8 
(slow this one down by clicking into settings wheel 
icon) 

Celebrations - LI: I can learn about a religious 

celebration. 

With support, choose from one of these 

celebrations (or another you know!): Christmas, 

Hannukah, Eid, Diwali. Watch a BBC clip, talk 

about it and draw 2 items for a shopping list you 

would need. 

Jobs- LI: I can talk about what I enjoy and what I 

am good at.  

Draw a BIG flower with you in the middle. Get an 

adult to help you write on each petal something 

you are good at. This is a skill you have. Talk about 

how different jobs need different skills.  

Challenge: What jobs do you know? 
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